Understanding how mobile
applications influence consumer
decisions in the telecom space.
An insight focused case study, powered by Yogi

Yogi analyzed data from mobile apps by four major cell service
providers to help answer what influences user decisions.
10,409 individual reviews with an average length of 24 words.
The longest review was 216 words

Four Service Providers

Reviews were sourced from Google Play Store:
My Verizon, T-Mobile, myAT&T, Xfinity Mobile

Reviews were posted between April 2017 to April 2019

Yogi took a total of 9 minutes to pull, read and process all the data. That’s more
than 1,000 reviews per minute or 19 per second
https://meetyogi.com/

Without any human intervention, Yogi’s deep learning algorithms
recognized 6 broad categories of conversation from 10k unique reviews.
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•

Each node represents an individual
user review

•

Each review is primarily identified as
most relevant to one of six topics of
conversation represented by a unique
color

•

Contextual similarity between each
review is also indicated by its physical
proximity to other nodes

•

Therefore, areas of overlapping
colored nodes indicate a thematic
confluence of user reviews

https://meetyogi.com/

As is expected, most reviews talk about the actual mobile applications.
Though some do cover broader topics like plans and service.
Customer Reviews by Conversation Category
(Total User Reviews: 10,409)
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Looking broadly at the
distribution across themes,
we can see that application
specific topics (User
Account, App Update
Process, App Functionality,
and App Convenience)
dominate 74% of
conversation.
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On the other end, almost
1 out of every 5 reviews
covers something
broader about the cell
service provider. This
theme holds reviews
that talk about the
quality of coverage or
customer service
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https://meetyogi.com/

Using Yogi we can now get data-driven answers to questions like, “how
much influence does mobile app experience have on a consumer?”
Negative Reviews Mentioning Words like, “Switch”, “Switching”, or “Moving”

Yogi can be used to
search for specific terms
or phrases.
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Insights From Yogi
From this breakdown, we
can glean that not only are
plan and service important,
but also that a bad app
experience can cause
people to change providers.

Frequency of Complaints by Provider

Build custom charts
directly in the Yogi
dashboard
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Then we can use Yogi to
look at the two biggest
problem areas, App
Functionality and Plan &
Service, distributed across
the cell phone service
providers. From this, we
see that App Functionality
is afflicting the three oldest
providers equally.
https://meetyogi.com/

To better understand app issues, we can filter for negative reviews then
subdivide the network diagram to visualize weaknesses.
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Verizon’s users seem to have the
most complaints about App
Functionality and App Update
Process. This latter topic is
particularly important, since a vast
majority of App Update
complaints are for Verizon’s app.

T-Mobile’s most common
complaints revolve around App
Functionality. Many users noted
issues with the application
freezing, particularly when on the
account screen.

AT&T’s application is also
plagued by App Functionality
issues, though for completely
different reasons. Users had
particular complaints about UI
experience and slow load times.

Noticeably complaints about
Xfinity revolved less around the
application and more around Plan
& Service. Main themes centered
on subpar support and billing
issues.

App Convenience

https://meetyogi.com/

In the span of a few hours, Yogi was able to provide a data-driven
answer to important questions in cell phone service provider space.
•

Yogi isolated in minutes the core themes driving consumer discussion, as well as relative strengths
and weaknesses for each cell service provider’s mobile application.

•

As we would expect, a vast majority of reviews (76%) talked about the actual mobile application.
However 19% of reviews talked about more broadly about factors outside of the mobile application,
like customer service or coverage. This is useful information that should be shared with broader
teams across their respective organizations.

•

Yogi was also able to build a quantifiable measure on how mobile application experience correlates
to a user’s threats to “change providers.” 60% of users that threatened to change providers did so
with a review related to app functionality. This makes sense anecdotally as well, since these mobile
applications tend to be the primary way users get access to relevant account and billing information.

•

Using the Yogi network graph, we were also able to visualize the relative weaknesses of each of the
four mobile applications. Nearly all complaints related to app updates were linked to the My Verizon
application, while T-Mobile and myAT&T suffered from app functionality issues. The newest player,
Xfinity Mobile, had less complaints about the mobile application and more about the actual service
itself.

•

Although some issues raised by Yogi may not be particularly surprising to product managers,
marketing analysts or consumer insights leads, Yogi enables these individuals to back up their
hunches and anecdotal findings with concrete numbers and easily visualized data, while also
quickly checking the pulse of their customers.
https://meetyogi.com/

Understand your customers, like never before
Yogi is a cloud-based software company headquartered in New York.
It provides feedback analytics solutions and business intelligence
dashboards to customer-focused businesses.

Our Mission
Yogi aims to usher in a new age of excellent customer experience by
better integrating the downstream stakeholders of products to the
upstream developers, marketers and executives through AI-assisted
data-driven decision making.

Want to use Yogi to help answer your
company’s toughest questions?
Book a demo or reach out at hello@meetyogi.com

